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I have a 20-month-old daughter who demands that I entertain her. I don't know if all the young act this way, but my loves computer, TV and DVD player. I tried to beat it in my own game when I went out and bought several training DVD sets including your child can read, Baby Einstein and a few Sesame Street DVDs. Like everything else,
she was only interested in it once or twice. So I started to love the Internet for its ever-changing content and found several websites with preschool online games that my daughter visits daily and I'm going to share them with you! Your child will love you for it! Your child (or you) may get lost on this page as well. Coming up to bat is the ever-
popular Sesame Street. Sesame Street has been around since I was a kid, but we didn't have an interactive website like this! Just like Noggin there are loads of games, videos and playlists. They also create a playlist throughout the day around a specific theme. Below, the theme guess the day others were Father's Day and Letter K. You
can get into the themed playlist by clicking the green play button on the home screen after the flash intro plays. The playlist consists of videos, games and more. If you have a really small one you probably want to stick to the video. Each character has their own connections. You can click on the link of the Muppets show at the top to see
the break down. After clicking on any Muppet you will see a screen similar to the one for Elmo: You can click on any of these links to videos, games or combo playlists all with the character of your choice! Which websites with preschool online games do you allow your young to play? We would love to hear about them so my daughter will
stop trying to find new ones on Google! 5 Sustainable Sites and Applications for Waste Reduction for an Environmentally Clean World These sites and apps will teach you to reduce waste, be more environmentally friendly, and even adopt a zero waste lifestyle. Related topics online game parenting control online games about author Carl
L. Gechlik (208 articles published) More from Carl L. Gechlik Help your kid practice his reading skills. Print out our free Wally the Word Detective sheets for hours of educational fun. Help Wally Word Detective find words that don't belong! In each illustration, you'll see through Wally's magnifying glass: Encourage your children to put X
through words that don't match the bold word. You can browse every page and print out as you go, or get a full work book at the end. Time to get started and help your kids learn to read! Advertising advertising help your child place X through words that don't belong. This set includes a jump, here and small. This set includes trip, must,
want, and more. Advertising This set includes words soon, say please and is. This set set words when, just can. Tracy Smith This set includes the words of everyone, think and old. Advertising Advertising This set includes words to read, find and best. This set includes words to wash, sing, fast and those. This set includes words better,
warm and light. Advertising This set includes the words hot, never and bring. Get the entire work book of Wally's Word Detective Reading Exercises, including the keys to the answer. Copyright 2010 Meredith Corporation. Use this handy index to find links to printed templates, as shown in FamilyFun publications. More Sometimes the
hardest part of solving problems in the classroom is identifying what the problem is. Keep an eye on your child's schooling and assignments with these printouts, and then make room on the fridge when good grades start coming home! More Pack more kick in thank you notes with these cool decals. More Print these cool math games for
brain day. More Want to give your child a start in learning a foreign language? Check out our number and the color of the flash card for Chinese and Spanish. More puzzle wit with three different versions. More Become Martha Christmas drugs can highlight even those people who have been blessed with the organization of the gene. For
those of us who are constantly challenged trying to stay organized, (including me) a free Christmas print list can be a godsend. Becomingmartha.com offers printed lists that cover the following: Christmas Contacts and Addresses, Christmas Gift List, Holiday Party Planner, Draft To-do List, Cleaning to Make List, Shopping to Make List,
and Baking to Make List. They can help you stay on top of things during the holiday season and reduce stress. Who wouldn't like it? The Christmas planner from becoming Martha Continue to 3 of the 12 below. Ludens Is a tried and true letter block that has been a popular style of block writing for years. This slide has the letters A-N; the
rest of the alphabet is on the next slide. Save this image on your computer by clicking the right button on the full size of the graphics and then choosing to save both. Then you can stick it into your favorite word treatment program to resize and print it on the back of a cardstock colored sheet. Cut out the letters that you need to spell out the
titles for your scrap page and paper crafting projects without worrying about the lines showing. You can also simply click the right click of the image and choose a copy. Then open a new blank word processing document in your favorite word processing program, such as Word, and click on a blank document and select paste. Then you
Click on the image of the letters in the document to select the entire graphic and click and drag one angle to make the letters bigger or smaller before printing the print A brief history of Germany Germany has a rich and diverse history that dates back to the Germanic tribes before the Roman Empire. The country has rarely united in its
history. Even the Roman Empire was able to control only part of the country. In 1871, Otto von Bismarck managed to break the country by force and through political alliances. At the end of the 19th century, Germany became embroiled in tensions and conflicts with other countries. This tension eventually led to World War I. Germany,
along with its allies, Austria-Hungary, the Ottoman Empire and Bulgaria, was defeated by allied forces, France, Great Britain, the United States, Russia and Italy. By 1933 Adolf Hitler and the Nazi Party had come to power in Germany. Hitler's invasion of Poland led to World War II. After Germany's defeat in World War II, it was divided into
four allied occupation zones, creating East Germany, controlled by the Soviet Union, and West Germany, controlled by the United States, Great Britain and France. In 1961, the Berlin Wall was built, creating a physical division of the country and its capital Berlin. The wall remained in place until 1989, wen it was finally removed. German
reunification followed in 1990. On October 3, 2010, Germany marked the 20th anniversary of the reunification of East and West Germany. Germany is located in Central Europe and borders nine countries, more than any other country. Its neighbours are: FranceDenmarkPolandLuxemburgBelgiumSwitzerlandCzech
RepublicAustriaNetherlands Germany Geographical features include the borders with the North Sea and the Baltic Sea. The country has a large forest area near its border with Switzerland called Black Forrest. It is in this forest begins one of the longest rivers in Europe, the Danube. The Black Forest is also one of 97 reserves in Germany.
Do you know these other funny facts about Germany? It is one of the most populous countries in the world. Before it was replaced by the euro in 1999, the German currency was the German brand Deutsche Mark. Germany is home to such famous composers as Bach, Brahms, Schumann, Wagner and Beethoven.The brilliant physicist
Albert Einstein was born in Germany. He, along with more than 100 other Germans, was awarded the Nobel Prize.Germany is one of the largest car manufacturers in the world, producing cars such as Volkswagen, Porsche and BMW. Oktoberfest began in Germany in 1810.Germany is home to about 20,000 castles! Germany has 16
states. It was the first country to adopt that took daylight saving time. Use the following free printed sheets to learn even more about Germany! Germany Vocabulary sheet. Beverly Hernandez Print PDF: Germany Vocabulary sheet Introduce your children to Germany with this dictionary sheet depicting terms related to the country. Use
atlas, dictionary Look for each term to determine how it relates to Germany. Then fill in empty lines next to each definition or description with the correct word. Germany Wordsearch. Beverly Hernandez Print PDF: Germany Word Search In this activity, students will consider terms related to Germany by finding them in the word search. Ask
your students what they remember about each semester as they complete the puzzle. Germany Crossword. Beverly Hernandez Print PDF: Germany Crossword This crossword activity provides another opportunity for students to consider the facts they have learned about Germany. Each hint describes one of the terms previously defined.
If your children have trouble memorizing terms or confused by unfamiliar spelling, encourage them to refer to their completed vocabulary sheet. Germany Challenge sheet. Beverly Hernandez Print PDF: Germany Challenges Your Student's Memory Challenge regarding facts about Germany. Print this sheet, which offers four multiple
choices for each definition or description. Students should bypass the correct answer for everyone. The German leaf. Beverly Hernandez Print PDF: Germany Alphabet-up Junior students can use this activity to review facts about Germany by practicing their alphabet skills. Instruct students to write each term from the word pot in the
correct alphabetical order on empty lines. Germany Vocabulary Training List. Beverly Hernandez Print PDF: Germany Vocabulary Curriculum Sheet Look at how well your students remember the facts about Germany with this relevant vocabulary sheet. Students will draw a line from each word to its correct definition. Updated by Chris
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